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Mark's note: Today's post is a guest post by my friend and colleague Isaac Mitchell. We've
crossed paths at conferences, including the annual Society for Health Systems conference,
where he shared some of their great work on Kaizen that's being done at East Tennessee
Children's Hospital. Hopefully we'll see you there in February with keynote speaker Kim Barnas
(hear my podcast with her) and others.
How many of us have heard the phrase “but we don't have the time or
money to solve problems?” Here's the deal: employees in organizations
encounter problems every day. Your employees are spending time
“solving” these problems to meet customer needs. Typically they are
solving problems in the moment using workarounds that do nothing to
prevent the problem from reoccurring. The next customer or next
employee that is placed in a similar situation will encounter the same
problem over and over again.
The question is not “Do we have the time to solve problems?” The question we should ask as
leaders is “How can we develop people to solve problems to get to the root cause and solve
them for future customers and employees?” If the concern of this is the time and money it
takes to solve problems, then let's look at that the numbers and a comparison, below (click it
for a larger view):
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Why?
If we continue to operate believing that we don't have the time and the money for problem
solving, we will continue to get staff merely working around issues. For example, to create a
workaround, it takes two minutes for each employee. There are 20 people in the department
working 730 shifts a year to work around the issue. That's 43,800 chances for an error to occur.
The organization has invested 1,460 hours and $29,200 working around the problem and they
will continue to do so.
Now, look at the right hand side of the table, where a company invests its time in root cause
problem solving using the talents of their employees. The problem is identi ed and a team of
content experts, which includes front-line staff, are assembled to begin root cause problem
solving. Root cause problem solving involves using the scienti c method to determine the
source of the problem and then focuses efforts creating a countermeasure to prevent the
problem from reoccurring. In this example, the team of three spends an entire week (120 labor
hours) solving the problem at a cost of $2,400. The opportunity for this type of error to reoccur
is reduced to one chance. The math is simple but powerful. Investing in root cause problem
solving will save time and money while improving quality and decreasing opportunities for
error.

How?
First, you have to have an organization that is committed to developing people for the capacity
for problem solving. This includes providing time and resources to support this culture. The
hard truth is that many of us in Lean continuous improvement roles have little in uence over
this commitment. We can show the numbers and provide support but ultimately it has to come
from top leadership to set the expectation and then cascade it throughout the organization.
From there, we can help support and expand this problem solving capacity.
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In order to accomplish this, you need to develop a methodology and process for improvement.
There are several different approaches for this but what I have found most bene cial is
department based idea boards. Throughout the week, employees write their ideas for
improvement and place them on the idea board. Employees, problem solving coaches, and
leadership throughout the organization meet weekly for 15 minutes around their unit based
boards. The stand-up meeting consists of discussing employee ideas, gaining agreement on the
issues, providing project updates, addressing current barriers to improvement, and celebrating
project completions.
See an example of a board below:

Finally, you must develop a support system to help employees in the problem solving process.
Several levels of support are needed to create the culture of daily problem solving.
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It starts with every employee understanding the expectation and basic knowledge of root cause
problem solving. To support staff, develop problem solving coaches that are unit based. They
spend an extended amount of time learning tools such as direct observation, value stream
mapping, and A3 problem solving (PDCA) to support root cause problem solving.
The next level of support is for the leadership and management to help coach staff and provide
time for problem solving. The lean department supports all of the efforts through developing
people to further extend their problem solving capacity through workshops. These workshops
focus on learning by doing with staff that needs additional support getting to the root cause.
Finally, the Lean department is supported through outside consulting and continuing
education.

Summary:
Building the capacity for people to solve problem will reduce cost and improve your
organization's quality. Leaders and continuous improvement professional must build a process
that enables staff to participate in this culture. Additionally, you need to provide the time and
resources for these efforts. As a result, you will develop an engaged workforce that nds joy in
their work of ful lling customer needs. Remember, your organization is solving problems.
What type of problem solving organization do you want to be?

Challenge Questions:
How are you as a leader building the environment to promote root cause problem
solving?
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How are you as a leader or continuous improvement professional developing people for
the capacity to problem solve?
How are you as a continuous improvement professional supporting staff in root cause
problem solving?
How are you as a leader creating time for front-line staff to problem solve?

Bio:
Isaac Mitchell has over ten years experience driving change and
improvements utilizing lean methodology in industries ranging from
automotive to small machining job shops to healthcare organizations. He
is a full time lean practitioner at East Tennessee Children's Hospital and
lecturer at the University of Tennessee's Department of Industrial and
Systems Engineering. Isaac's passion and focus is on training and
implementing lean techniques to transform work cultures that improve
healthcare processes and outcomes for patients and providers. For more
information on his background please visit www.isaacbmitchell.com.

Please post a comment and join the discussion. Subscribe to get noti ed about posts daily or
weekly.

Mark Graban
Mark Graban is an internationally-recognized consultant, author, and
professional speaker who has worked in healthcare, manufacturing, and startups.
He is author of the Shingo Award-winning books Lean Hospitals and Healthcare Kaizen, as
well as The Executive Guide to Healthcare Kaizen. His most recent book is the anthology
Practicing Lean that bene ts the Louise H. Batz Patient Safety Foundation, where Mark is a
board member. Mark is also a Senior Advisor to the technology company KaiNexus. His latest
book has been released as an "in-progress" book, titled Measures of Success.
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8 Comments
Bart Sellers Says

 3 years ago
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I like the idea of skilled unit based coaches assisting with root cause analysis. Many problems need a
disciplined approach and applying RCA certainly is taking problem solving to the next level compared to quick
xes without RCA. I am curious why in the graphic that management only gets minutes of training on RCA. I
may be misinterpreting the graphic, but it seems to me that disciplined problem solving would be a
management fundamental.

Isaac B. Mitchell Says

 3 years ago

Great question and point of clari cation needed on my part. Unit based management along with related
hospital directors and administrators complete the two day offsite problem solving coach training as well.
However, the ratio of front-line staff to management in the training is roughly 4 to 1 to help with front-line
ownership of ideas.
The Lean management minute is tailored speci cally for leaders to address a wide variety of topics. They
receive a brief overview and education of the topic and are then asked to experiment in their unit over the next
month. For example, topics over the last two months have included effective pre/post data collection to
measure project results and coaching front-line staff in problem solving using humble inquiry.

Carrie Says

 3 years ago

This was a great post! I hear “We don’t have time to solve problems” all the time. Leadership support and
patience is de nitely crucial to work through that.
I’m curious about how you deployed the unit-based problem solving coaches. Was it an all at once thing or
did you start with a few units and then spread out?

Isaac B. Mitchell Says

 3 years ago

We rolled it out department by department over the past three years. We started out with one
pilot unit to experiment and learn what worked for our organizational culture. From there, we
expanded it by 2 to 3 departments every three months. We came up with this timing based on our
ability as a Lean department to be able to support the unit until they were self sustaining the
process and methodology. Representatives from the Lean department still attend continuous
improvement board meetings in all areas to help guide and support the efforts but each
department runs their board independently.

Laureen L Says

 3 years ago

Interesting post and an excellent graphic to speak to the importance of root cause analysis. Could you please
provide the source for the table/graphic? Thanks.

Isaac B. Mitchell Says

 3 years ago

These are all graphics that I created. Please feel free to use and share.

Kasie Whitener Says

 2 years ago

Great post! Certainly problems have varying levels of complexity. How does your approach educate your
employees on which problems need proactive, thoughtful solving and which problems are easily blown out of
proportion by such attention?
Problem solving and decision making can sometime be at odds.
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Thanks!

Are Workarounds Worth It? – Ec-Bp.Com

 1 year ago

[…] On the LeanBlog.org site, Isaac Mitchell tackles the issue of whether ‘workaround’ xes are actually worth
the effort, or if getting to real root cause is a better investment. It’s a topic that’s been around forever. The
recommendations aren’t surprising. Check them out HERE. […]
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